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Hear Us Roar
Wildcat Parent Academy Graduation:
This Tuesday
we had our 1st Graduation of this year for
our Wildcat Parent
Academy. We Graduated 15 parents that
attended the sessions. In these sessions parents were
able to learn valuable
tools and strategies

Upcoming
Events:








12/11-15/17—
Winter Spirit Week
12/11/17—Data
chats
12/12/17—Fire Drill
12/13/17—Shelter
in Place, Roque @
Scicon
12/14/17—1st
Grade Field trip,
Kinder Winter Program, AR Party
12/15/17—2nd
grade Sing-a-long @
8:30, 1st Grade Sing
-a-long @ 9:30

Home of the Wildcats

Cutler Elementary School
that will support
them in having better relationships
with their children.
We had two
parents speak at
the graduation and
both were very
grateful for the opportunity to be a
part of the academy and learned a
lot. We challenged
these parents to
share with other
parents what they
learned and to encourage other parents to join our
next Wildcat Parent
Academy that will
begin in February.
Hour of Code:
This week all
our students participated in the
Hour of Code
along with 10 million students nation wide. Students got a glimpse
of what it takes to
create the apps
and programs they
use on a daily basis. Thank you
Mrs. Heinrichs and
all the Cutler staff
for making this
Hour of Code pos-

sible for our students.
Scicon Field trip:
This Thursday Mrs. Thiessen's and Mrs.
Vanderwall's classes visited
SCICON for the
day. The students
enjoyed learning
about nature and
previewing what to
expect in sixth
grade during their
weeklong visit.
Thank you to the
SCICON team for
an excellent day!

OHS K-1 Winter
Program:
Also on
Thursday our
Kinder and 1st
grade Wildcats
journeyed across
town to visit the
home of Caring
Cardinals. Our
students enjoyed
the dancing and
singing along to
holiday carols and
watching the leadership performance. Each class
had the opportunity to take a picture

with Oro! Thank you OHS leadership
students for this great program for
our kiddos.
PBIS Wildcat Store:
On Friday we held our second
PBIS Wildcat Store in which students
had the opportunity to cash in their
ClassDojo points for incentives. Our
PTA and leadership students facilitated the store throughout the day and
ensured that every grade level had
the opportunity to visit. A special
thanks to our Cutler Teachers for
their commitment and dedication in
our PBIS program and for creating a
safe a learning environment to all
students. #ExceedAllExpectaions
College Thursday:
Our college of the week features
Santa Clara University which
is located in Santa Clara California.
The University has 5,435 full-time
undergraduate students, and 3,335
graduate students. It was founded in
1851, and is the oldest operating institution of higher learning in California. Santa Clara University has remained in its original location for 165
years. The university's campus surrounds the historic Mission Santa
Clara de Asis, which traces its founding to 1776. The campus mirrors the
Mission's architectural style, and provides a fine early example of Mission
Revival Architecture. Please visit www.scu.edu for more information
on Santa Clara University.
Career Fridays:
Our Career video of the week
featured the career of logging operators. Their duties include cutting
down trees with chain saws and axes,
then cutting them into measured
lengths. The logging equipment operators use heavy machinery for the
same tasks and often move logs to be
loaded for transport, and pull stumps
and clear brush if required. Working

around falling trees and heavy equipment and logging requires a balance of
quick, intelligent decision-making and an
appetite for physical work. Workers
spend all their time outdoors climbing
and lifting. The hazards of logging require rigorous safety practices and learning how to operate equipment. A significant number of logging workers are selfemployed and many and have a high
school education.

Have a Great Weekend!

~ Mrs. Cerda

